As the team went bigger and bigger (around 60 members), we had to find new ways to communicate actively and efficiently within the team. We continued to use Slack for our every day communication, as its organisation in channels allows everyone to be aware of the evolution of the project, without being spammed. Google Drive EPFL is used to archive our researches.
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Extern

In order to show our sponsors and followers our innovations, we are present on a lot of social networks. It's essential if we want to continue to raise money and find new students to work with us! Moreover, since this year, we have our own website hosted by EPFL. We also created an account on Instagram and continued to feed our Twitter, Youtube and Facebook account.
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Communication

Budget

In order to work in good conditions and realise our objectives, we need to have a consequent budget and suppliers. So we had to find sponsors, make a provisional budget and realise a sponsoring brochure.

Timeline

The most difficult part is to respect the deadlines. As we are a lot to work on the project and as we also depend on exterior delivery dates, it is really hard to finish the work exactly when we wanted to.

Projects 2016-2017

5 Bachelor’s Project

12 Master’s Project

7 Freelancer